3. **Time dictation**: It provides the basis for a question and answer activity.

4. **Matching**: An activity where pupils work individually to practise vocabulary and reading. They match the number of a room to the appropriate illustration.

5. **True or false?** A page from a diary can be used for a true or false activity, involving pupils in listening, reading and speaking.

Flashcards can be made by yourself or by your pupils and can be used to introduce, practise or review structures and vocabulary. Pictures can be drawn by yourself or photocopied. It is useful to enlarge picture on a photocopier if possible.

They must be large enough for the whole class to see and convey the meaning clearly. When using flashcards we can introduce and practise vocabulary related to many topics.

They can also be used for introducing and practising **Yes/No questions** or **Wh questions**; for introducing and practising **can** for expressing ability or for introducing and practising talking about possessions.
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